This was a tragedy, as Mrs. Robb and Mr.
Wilder were in closer daily touch with mental illness problems than any of the speakers at the other two conferences. What had happened to the Party which rightly prides itself on social consciousness?
In fact, things were not quite so grim. A whole sequence of bad weather, bad luck and organisational troubles for which no one could bear much blame caused what was almost a fiasco.
The meeting was advertised in the conference diary with the name mis-spelled, giving the impression that it was to be held on the other side of Blackpool. It was on a night when delegates concerned with social problems were forced to choose between the MHT and James Callaghan talking at an Association of Child Care Officers meeting, and ensure that similarly flavoured meetings are spread out among the different conference evenings as evenly as possible. The harsh truth is that even as basically a sympathetic audience as the Socialist constituency workers seems merely to be a microcosm of the outside world: mental health is just one more in an Army of causes, ranging from such comparative ephemera as flood compensation for London suburbanites to the persistent cancer of the slums, all plucking for the attention of a lay audience which understandably sometimes feels overburdened and is unwilling to lend an ear unless the message is presented in the most painless way.
Mrs. Robb and Jo Grimond at the Liberal's Edinburgh gathering were the only speakers to deviate from the general, rightly chosen, norm of dispassionate and workmanlike exposition of the problem.
Mrs. Robb's speech was a brilliantly controlled flow of underlying passion, and should be heard by non-expert audiences throughout the country.
Inevitably for a minority Party, their conference can sometimes become no more than a wellmeaning debating society and the inclusion of expert main speakers who have made their mark outside politics could help sluggish blood to race again. It may be getting too far ahead of things, but Mrs. Robb as mover of a resolution on geriatric care at Brighton next year could really set the day alight.
Mr. Kenneth Robinson's unsatisfactory handling of the Sans Everything affair seems to have successfully stifled discussion, and political backing for re-opening of the issue would be a service.
Mr. Grimond himself brought the committed, yet never tub-thumping, approach which characterises his political make-up to his own speech as MHT national campaign council chairman at Edinburgh, by far the most inspiring of the three meetings. Biggest crowd, sharpest questions at the end, Dr. Michael Winstabley's brand of pragma-tism with its emphasis on action now, the MHT's > Mr. Ian Greer given a chance to explain in detail j how people can help the appeal through consti-, tuency drives and liaison with voluntary bodies.
The Tories' meeting was a quiet success too. i Lord Balniel's considered exposition of the prob-| Isms was a welcome antidote to some of the overj blown conference oratory of the day.
The MHT may be able to congratulate itself on drafting grassroots Conservatives and Liberals? perhaps even a handful of Socialists?into the local leadership of its appeal.
At a Labour's mini-meeting, Mr. Wilder seemed to find some fertile ground for his suggestion that constituency Parties could use their house-byhouse ward organisation knowledge to start their own after-care and prevention services to supplement existing extra-institutional provision, of whose inadequacies he painted a harrowing picture.
The smallness of the meeting prevented question time from becoming quite penetrating enough-One would have liked to know how Mrs. Robb equates her seemingly Utopian solution to the mental hospital problem without public spending through the creation of new townships on some of the hospitals' big estates, surrounded by purposebuilt housing for patients with traditional community opposition to the building of new approved schools, borstals, mental institutions or what have you in OUR town.
To add one personal thought, the MHT propaganda handed to conference delegates and to the public at large did at times seem to seem open to the well-meaning and constructive charge in D. A-N. Jones' provocative Sunday Times feature that j alcoholics, subnormals and the senile aged 'don't seem to be mentioned in the current series of advertisements put out by the Mental Health Trust-The Trust's emphasis is on rather appealing peoplephotogenic, with the suggestion that it's quite normal for people to be mentally ill nowadays-They emphasise that people can be swiftly cured and returned to a loving environment.'
The trouble is the fear that modern provision I is still too patchy and uncertain to ensure that all cases are in fact treated with maximum effectiveness. Perhaps an attempt could now be made to see whether the British public is no longer necessarily psychologically frightened enough of mental illness to want to brush the whole thing undef the carpet?so that the picture can finally be painted as black as it is.
Ordinary people do care?as Blackpool showed | its Labour and Tory visitors by an ample supply in many hotels and other public places of an eX' j cellent booklet on the obviously vibrant Blackpool Society for Mentally Handicapped Children.
